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Navigating the presentation

• Thinking about the topic –
old wine new bottles?

• The basic tenants of service 
navigation

• The application to DFV 

i) controversial

ii) what’s different from 
intensive case 
management?

iii) Mainstreaming the best 
of DFV advocacy or co-
option? 4
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Personal responsibility and 
complex systems
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• Service systems can be complex

• Personalised service systems provide:

• Choice and control

• Tailored service responses

• Responsibility on the individual to assess what is ‘best for me’

• Exercising choice and control can be difficult in complex systems and even 
more difficult at times of crisis

• Many users of complex, personalised systems are supported by family, 
friends, carers (eg, NDIS/disability, aged care)

• Those without these support or who wish to navigate systems independent 
of these supports can be left behind and not make the most of the system 
available



Service Navigation as a response 
to personalised systems

• Service systems SHOULD BE LESS 
COMPLEX

• While they are complex, Service 
Navigators provide experience 
in the complex system and a 
practice framework for how to 
support people through that 
complexity

• Term is used to describe many 
different roles:

• Aged care navigators

• Nurse navigators

• Family violence navigators
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Service 
Navigation 
Relational 
Autonomy 
Framework
(SNRAF)
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Reinforcing ethical practices

Fostering self-determination

Supporting trajectories and wellbeing

Mobilising service systems

SNRAF Domains and Relational 
Autonomy
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• Four domains provide structure to navigation practice across different service systems

• Relational autonomy provides a lens to SNRAF and each domain
• Agency and autonomy is exercised in the context of relationships
• Autonomous decision-making should be supported through understanding 

individual relational dynamics and encouraging individuals to decide which 
relationships they want to support/guide their decisions



DFV Advocacy concepts

• Self-determination 
(reinforcing ethical 
practice)

• Empowerment (fostering 
self-determination)

• Women’s led decision-
making

• Advocacy (individual and 
system)

• Negotiation complex 
systems (Mobilising the 
service system) 9



Supporting self determination in 
decision making

• One of the hardest aspects of 
DFV practice

• Risks are high

• Immense desire (and often 
invitations) to rescue

• Children’s safety may be 
involved

• An area full of tropes 
particularly conflation of 
separation and safety

• Often a choice between 
violence and 
poverty/homelessness
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Advocacy to expand choices

• Has evidence been collected to 
support safety – no evidence = 
no protection – the service 
navigator role

• Applying the Safe & Together 
Model and calling others to 
account – pivot to the 
perpetrator; partner with the 
women and understand 
protective strategies; 
document harm to the child; 
address intersections with AOD 
and MH 11



Addressing the power relationship

• Transparency about role 
power

• Service navigation closer to 
legal/solicitor – client 
relationship

• Service navigator has 
service system expertise

• Expertise on mobilizing the 
service system

• BUT is ‘under instruction’ 
from the woman/survivor
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An authorising environment

• Service navigators can only 
operate in an environment 
where they are authorized 
to act.

• Evidence is important –
from health, justice, child 
protection, education….. 
Authorisation is needed.
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Questions to prompt practice….
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Mobilising service systems

➢Has mapping of the service sector been 
undertaken?

➢How can fractured and/or complex sector 
boundaries and issues be managed?

➢Are risk management procedures in place to 
support the provision of services?

➢How is service provision monitored and evaluated?
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Domestic and Family 
Violence 

(core practice)

Health 
system

Mental 
health 
system

Drug and 
alcohol 
services

Housing 
system

Disability/
NDIS

Child 
protection 

system

Justice 
system

Mapping 
a services 
system:
complex/ 
fractured 
service 
system 
boundaries



Old wine in new bottles?

Yes and No??

What is similar to DV 
advocacy?

What is different?

Is the terminology a co-
option or helpful new 
language?
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Peer groups

Would you like the opportunity to 
unpack these ideas with colleagues 
from within and across sectors?

Consider joining a peer group to keep 
the conversation going and create 
opportunities for action
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To find out more about this series, visit:
https://workupqld.org.au/solidarity-safety-

justice-wellbeing/

Contact the WorkUP Queensland team on:

workforce@healingfoundation.org.au


